
 

Furious 7 is a 2015 American action film directed by James Wan and written by Chris Morgan. It serves as the seventh
installment in The Fast and the Furious film series. The film stars Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle
Rodriguez, Tyrese Gibson, Chris Bridges, Jordana Brewster, Kurt Russell and Jason Statham. Furious 7 follows Dominic
Toretto (Diesel), Brian O'Conner (Walker) and the rest of their team who have retired following previous events in Moscow.
However they are forced back into action after learning that Deckard Shaw (Statham), one of the primary villains from previous
films in the franchise has escaped custody during transport to Lompoc Prison. As a result, FBI agent Luke Hobbs (Johnson)
offers the team full pardons, provided they agree to work with the FBI to stop Shaw and his crew. Plans for an seventh
installment were first announced in March 2012 when Johnson stated that production on the film would begin after the
completion of Fast & Furious 6. In April 2013, Wan, predominantly known for horror films, was announced as the director for
the film. Casting began in the same month with the re-signing of Diesel and Walker, and an initial release date was set. Principal
photography began in Atlanta, Georgia, in September 2013 and ended in April 2014; filming also took place in Los Angeles.
Furious 7 premiered in Los Angeles on April 1, 2015, and was theatrically released in the United States on April 3, 2015. Upon
release, the film became a critical and commercial success, with praise being aimed at the film's action sequences and its tribute
to Walker. The film grossed $397 million worldwide within five days of release, which is the sixth highest-grossing opening of
all time. The film has grossed over $1.5 billion worldwide ($788 million domestically), making it the highest-grossing film of
2015 and the seventh highest-grossing film of all time . A sequel is scheduled to be released on April 14, 2017. In Fayette,
Georgia, FBI agent Luke Hobbs (Johnson) and his team of five storm a house that is believed to be housing Shaw (Statham).
They open fire on the mercenaries hiding inside but they manage to escape. Later, Hobbs visits Dominic Toretto (Diesel), Owen
Shaw (Statham), and Elena Neves (Rodriguez) at the car shop they have been running together. He offers them full pardons if
they become FBI marshals so he can put a stop to a criminal organization led by a man called Deckard Shaw. They agree on the
condition that one of them will be left behind so Hobbs can guarantee their safety. Hobbs and his team arrive and destroy the
house Shaw is hiding in, but he survives and escapes. Four years later on March 11, 2014, Dominic's older brother and fellow
former FBI agent Brian O'Conner (Walker) is on a job traveling to Casablanca. He decides to quit the job after his boss berates
him for destroying his Ferrari 458 Italia. Brian returns home to find Hobbs waiting for him there. Hobbs informs Brian that
Dom and his crew have disappeared after an assault on a military convoy carrying a computer chip of unknown origin called
God's Eye; Hobbs tells Brian he wants him to find them and asks him if he would be willing to go undercover to do so.
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